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Abstract
Building on the methods and results in [Bol. Soc. Mat. Mexicana (3) 9 (2003) 339; Shimkus,
Immersions of 2-torsion lens spaces, Ph.D. Thesis, Lehigh University, 2002] we obtain some new
nonimmersion results for 2r -torsion lens spaces. In particular, we settle the immersion problem for
those (2n + 1)-dimensional lens spaces with α(n) = 3 and n odd. The methods are based on the
analysis of modified Postnikov towers for lifting the relevant stable normal bundles; Davis and Ma-
howald’s method [Proc. London Math. Soc. (3) 35 (1977) 333] for evaluating k-invariants plays a
major role.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Statement of results
For positive integers n and r , let L2n+1(2r ) be the (2n+ 1)-dimensional 2r -torsion lens
space, that is, the orbit space of S2n+1 ⊆ Cn+1 by the restriction to Z/2r of the diagonal
action of S1. The case r = 1 yields the (2n+ 1)-dimensional real projective space RP 2n+1
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and we agree to set Z/2∞ = S1, so that the above defines L2n+1(2∞) = CPn, the 2n-
(real)dimensional complex projective space.
Let I (n, r) denote the dimension of the smallest Euclidean space in which L2n+1(2r )
can be immersed. In [8] the first named author observes that the inequalities I (n,1) 
I (n,2) · · · I (n, r) I (n, r + 1) · · · I (n) + 1—where we set I (n) = I (n,∞) for
convenience—can be used to derive information about I (n, r) from known immersions
of complex projective spaces as well as known nonimmersions of real projective spaces.
As a simple example, the immersion CP 1 ⊆ R3 and the nonimmersion RP 3 ⊆ R3 imply
I (1, r) = 4 for 1 r < ∞ (whereas I (1) = 3). The purpose of this note is to use obstruc-
tion theory to make this comparison approach more effective and, at the same time, to shed
additional light on the role of the 2-torsion in the immersion problem for lens spaces.
Let α(n) denote the number of 1’s in the binary expansion of n. From results in
[1,2,5,6,16,17] we have
I (n, r) =
{
4n − α(n), for r = 1 or r = ∞,
4n − α(n) + 1, for 1 < r < ∞,
for even n with α(n) 2; whereas
I (n, r) =

4n − 4, for r = 1 [3,10,16],
4n − 3, for r = 2 [8,17],
4n − 2, for 2 < r < ∞ [17],
4n − 3, for r = ∞ [4],
for odd n with α(n) = 2. Together with the case n = 1 in the example above, this settles the
situation for α(n) 2. However, until now, the only case completely solved with α(n) = 3
had been for n ≡ 3 (mod 4), where [1,4,11,16,17] yield
I (n, r) =
{
4n − 6, for r = 1 or r = ∞,
4n − 5, for 1 < r < ∞.
In this note we analyze the rest of the cases with α(n) = 3. As we will see shortly,
together with [1,4,5,15–17], the next three results settle the situation completely for all r
when n ≡ 1 (mod 4) and, up to one dimension, for r > 1 when n is even.
Theorem 1.1. For n ≡ 1 (mod 4) with α(n) = 3, L2n+1(4) does not immerse in R4n−5.
Theorem 1.2. For even n with α(n) = 3, L2n+1(8) does not immerse in R4n−4.
Theorem 1.3. For n ≡ 0 (mod 4) with α(n) = 3, L2n+1(4) does not immerse in R4n−6.
The nonimmersion in Theorem 1.1 is optimal: together with [1,4,16], it yields for n ≡ 1
(mod 4) with α(n) = 3
I (n, r) =
{4n − 6, for r = 1,
4n − 4, for 1 < r < ∞,
4n − 5, for r = ∞.
(1)
The nonimmersion in Theorem 1.2 improves by one the Euclidean dimension in Junod’s
nonimmersion L2n+1(2r ) ⊆ R4n−5 [12]. Moreover, in view of the immersion L2n+1(4) ⊆
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R4n−4 in [17], Junod’s requirement of r  n + [log2(n)] is brought to the best possible
2-torsion in Theorem 1.2. Combined with [5,15,17], Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 yield for even
n with α(n) = 3
I (n, r) =

at most 4n − 6, for r = 1,
4n − 5 or 4n − 4, for r = 2,
4n − 3 or 4n − 2, for 2 < r < ∞,
4n − 4 or 4n − 3, for r = ∞.
(2)
For n ≡ 6 mod 8 the nonimmersion in Theorem 1.2 is indeed optimal in view of the
immersion CPn ⊆ R4n−4 [4], that is to say, in (2), I (n) = 4n− 4 and I (n, r) = 4n− 3, for
2 < r < ∞. It is interesting to note that (1) and (2) give the first known situations where
the gap between I (n, r) and I (n, r + 1) is larger than one.
Further results can be derived from the simple observation that a nonimmersion result
for L2m−1(2r ) yields a corresponding nonimmersion result for L2m+1(2r ). For instance,
Theorem 1.2 has the following consequences.
Corollary 1.4. For odd m with α(m) = 4, L2m+1(8) does not immerse in R4m−8.
Corollary 1.5. For m ≡ 2 (mod 4) with α(m) = 4, L2m+1(8) does not immerse in R4m−12.
One could look at Corollary 1.4 as improving the torsion by one unit in the nonimmersion
of L2m+1(16) in R4m−8 [8]. On the other hand, Corollary 1.5 is not new: it can be obtained
from the nonimmersion of L2(n+α(n)−3)+1(8) in R4n−2α(n) [9] by taking n = m − 1.
Theorems 1.1–1.3 are proved following the methods in [17,18], which are based on the
analysis of modified Postnikov towers (MPTs) associated to the stable normal bundles of
the proposed nonimmersions. Here Davis and Mahowald’s method [5] for evaluating k-
invariants plays a major role. In particular, all cohomology groups considered in this paper
have Z/2 coefficients.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We need to show that for n ≡ 1 (mod 4), α(n) = 3, and r = 2, the stable normal bundle
ν :L2n+1(2r ) → BSO does not lift to BSO(2n − 6). This ν is described in detail in [8,
Section 2] and, for the present case, we use the following factorization for ν
L2n+1
(
2r
) qr−→ CPn q−→ HPk ν ′−→ BU ρ−→ BSO (3)
where k = (n− 1)/2, qr and q are canonical projections, ρ is realification and ν′ classifies
the −(k + 1) multiple of the complex bundle associated to the canonical quaternion line
bundle under the standard inclusion Sp(1) ⊂ U(2) (see [16, Lemma 5.4]). In the range
under consideration, the fiber of BSO(2n − 6) → BSO is the stunted real projective space
P2n−6 whose homotopy groups through dimension 2n are given in the following Adams
chart (see [14, Tables 8.5 and 8.13])—the fact that this much of the spectral sequence
collapses, that is, that the element in dimension 2n − 3 and filtration 0 does not support
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a nontrivial differential, is a consequence of the corresponding situation for the skeleton
P 2n−32n−6 which is both reducible and co-reducible:
Thus, the (2n + 1)-MPT we need takes the form in (4), where Km stands for the
Eilenberg–MacLane space K(Z/2,m). Let K(i) and µi :K(i) × Ei → Ei stand for the
fiber and the action, respectively, in the principal fibration pi . Using the method intro-
duced in [13] and refined in [7], the k-invariants are characterized by Eqs. (5)–(13), where
ιt stands for the relevant fundamental class in the various fibers K(i) (note we have primed
k-invariants, Eilenberg–MacLane spaces and fundamental classes coming from the last
three classes in the tower of height 4 in the chart above):
BSO(2n − 6)
E3
E2
E1
BSO




p4
p3
p2
p1
 K ′2n−2
k3
 K2n−3 × K2n−2 × K ′2n−2k
2
 K2n−4 × K2n−3 × K2n−2 × K ′2n−2 × K2n−1k
1
 K(Z,2n − 5)× K2n−4 × K2n−2k0
(4)
µ∗1
(
k12n−4
)= 1 ⊗ k12n−4 + Sq2ι2n−6 ⊗ 1 + ι2n−6 ⊗ w2, (5)
µ∗1
(
k12n−3
)= 1 ⊗ k12n−3 + Sq2ι2n−5 ⊗ 1 + ι2n−5 ⊗ w2, (6)
µ∗1
(
k12n−2
)= 1 ⊗ k12n−2 + Sq1ι2n−3 ⊗ 1 + Sq2Sq1ι2n−5 ⊗ 1
+ Sq1ι2n−5 ⊗ w2, (7)
µ∗1
(
k′12n−2
)= 1 ⊗ k′12n−2 + Sq1ι2n−3 ⊗ 1 + Sq4ι2n−6 ⊗ 1
+ Sq1ι2n−5 ⊗ w2 + ι2n−5 ⊗ w3 + ι2n−6 ⊗ w4, (8)
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µ∗1
(
k12n−1
)= 1 ⊗ k12n−1 + Sq2ι2n−3 ⊗ 1 + Sq4ι2n−5 ⊗ 1
+ ι2n−5 ⊗ w4, (9)
µ∗2
(
k22n−3
)= 1 ⊗ k22n−3 + Sq2ι2n−5 ⊗ 1 + ι2n−5 ⊗ w2, (10)
µ∗2
(
k22n−2
)= 1 ⊗ k22n−2 + Sq1ι2n−3 ⊗ 1 + Sq2ι2n−4 ⊗ 1
+ ι2n−4 ⊗ w2, (11)
µ∗2
(
k′22n−2
)= 1 ⊗ k′22n−2 + Sq1ι′2n−3 ⊗ 1 + Sq2Sq1ι2n−5 ⊗ 1
+ ι2n−5 ⊗ w3, (12)
µ∗3
(
k′32n−2
)= 1 ⊗ k′32n−2 + Sq1ι′2n−3 ⊗ 1 + Sq2ι2n−4 ⊗ 1
+ ι2n−4 ⊗ w2. (13)
Note that in our case these formulae simplify a bit since the bundle under consideration
has w2 = w3 = 0 (although w4 = 0).
Since
(−k−1
k
)
is even, k02n−2 is trivial over HPk ; all other k0-invariants are also trivial
over HPk by dimensional reasons. Therefore ρ ◦ ν′ lifts in (4) to a map ′1 :HPk → E1
and we set 1 = ′1 ◦ q , a lifting of ρ ◦ ν′ ◦ q to the first stage in (4) whose only possibly
nontrivial k1-invariants are k12n−2 and k′12n−2. We now show these two k1-invariants are
indeed trivial.
As indicated in (1), ρ ◦ ν′ ◦ q ◦ q1 does lift to BSO(2n − 6)—it lifts to BSO(2n − 7)—,
therefore q∗1 (∗1(k′12n−2)) is either trivial or, else, can be trivialized by primary indetermi-
nacy. However, the following table shows that if the latter possibility were to hold, then
the trivialization would require using the class in dimension 2n − 3, which would produce
a nontrivial k12n−1 invariant over P 2n+1, in contradiction to the lifting of ρ ◦ ν′ ◦ q ◦ q1
discussed above. Thus q∗1 (∗1(k′12n−2)) = 0, which yields ∗1(k′12n−2) = 0. The table fol-
lows from Eqs. (8) and (9) and shows the possible alterations of k′12n−2 and k12n−1 over
L2n+1(2) = P 2n+1 when varying by classes coming from the fiber K(1). Here x ∈
H 1(P 2n+1) stands for the generator:
class k′12n−2 k12n−1
x2n−6 0 0
x2n−5 0 0
x2n−3 = 0 = 0
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To deal with ∗(k1 ) we consider the following diagram of MPTs:1 2n−2






BU BU
E¯1 E′1
E¯2 E′2
 
 
 
 
B˜U(2n − 6) B˜U(2n − 5)



j1
j
j2
(14)
Here the left hand tower is induced from (4) through realification and is mapping to
the corresponding MPT for B˜U(2n − 5) π−→ BU. The effect in homotopy (up to dimen-
sion 2n − 1) of the mapping between fibers can be read in the following Adams charts
(see [14, Tables 8.5, 8.6 and 8.13, 8.14]):
In particular, the (2n − 2)-dimensional k1-invariant on the right-hand side in (14) maps
into k¯12n−2—the k1-invariant corresponding to k12n−2 in (4). Now, 1 yields a corresponding
lifting ¯1 :CPn → E¯1; moreover, the composition j1 ◦ ¯1 has trivial k1-invariants (with
trivial indeterminacies) since, as indicated in (1), ν′ ◦ q lifts to B˜U(2n− 5). It follows that
¯1
∗
(k¯12n−2) = 0 and, therefore, 1∗(k12n−2) = 0.
We have proved:
Lemma 2.1. ρ ◦ ν′ ◦ q lifts in (4) to a map 2 :CPn → E2.
Remark 2.2. ∗2(k22n−3) is trivial by dimensional reasons, whereas (11), (12) and the fact
that Sq2 acts nontrivially on H 2n−4(CPn) imply that we can kill ∗2(k22n−2) by primary
indeterminacy without changing the value of the k′22n−2-invariant. Likewise, (13) shows
that the k3-invariant of any possible lifting 3 :CPn → E3 of ρ ◦ ν′ ◦ q can also be killed
by primary indeterminacy. However, as observed in (1), CPn does not immerse in R4n−6.
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Therefore any lifting as in Lemma 2.1 must have nontrivial k′2 -invariant and, moreover,2n−2
a lifting 2 can be chosen so as to have trivial k22n−2 and k22n−3-invariants.
We now prove the next result, which implies Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 2.3. Any lifting L2n+1(4) → E2 in (4) of the stable normal bundle ν of
L2n+1(4) has nontrivial k′22n−2-invariant.
Proof. In terms of the notation in (3), ν′ factors as HPk → BSp → BU, so that it will be
enough to prove the result with (4) replaced by the induced MPT through the composite
BSp → BU → BSO. We extend accordingly our notations for (4) to the MPT over BSp.
We have constructed a lifting  as in Proposition 2.3 which factors as
L2n+1(4) q2−→ CPn 2−→ E2. (15)
Note from (12) that the k′22n−2-invariant has trivial primary indeterminacy over L2n+1(4).
To show it also has trivial secondary indeterminacy (that is, the value of this k-invariant
cannot be killed by varying p2 ◦  through elements in K(1)), we take a look at the fol-
lowing table, which shows the possible alterations of k1-invariants over L2n+1(4) when
varying by classes coming from the fiber K(1). The table follows from Eqs. (5)–(9). Here
x ∈ H 1(L2n+1(4)) and y ∈ H 2(L2n+1(4)) stand for the generators and we are setting
n = 4t + 1:
dim class k12n−4 k12n−3 k12n−2 k′12n−2 k12n−1
2n − 6 y4t−2 0 0 0 0 0
2n − 5 xy4t−2 0 0 0 0 0
2n − 3 xy4t−1 0 0 0 0 = 0
Observe that only alterations of p2 ◦  with y4t−2 and/or xy4t−2 produce liftings with
trivial k1-invariants. Moreover, a modification with y4t−2 can be performed right from
CPn, so that the new lifting into E2 would admit a factorization as in (15) and thus, as
in Remark 2.2, the k′22n−2-invariant would not change. It remains to analyze the change in
k′22n−2 when varying p2 ◦  through the class xy4t−2. For this we first note that Eq. (12)
shows that the k′22n−2-invariant has trivial primary indeterminacy not only over L2n+1(4),
but also over L2n−2(4). Therefore it suffices to analyze the remaining secondary indetermi-
nacy over the latter space, in which case the k12n−1-invariant does not play a role. In detail,
(4) is a (2n + 1)-MPT which maps into the corresponding (2n − 2)-MPT; one then shows
the triviality of the proposed secondary indeterminacy with respect to the latter MPT—as
indicated below—and, using the map between MPTs, one finally deduces the correspond-
ing triviality with respect to the former MPT.
Consider the following expanded version (over BSp) of (4)—where, as explained above,
the k12n−1-invariant has been removed:
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K2n−5
K(Z,2n− 6)×K2n−5×K2n−3 E1 K2n−4×K2n−3×K2n−2×K ′2n−2
E2 K2n−3×K2n−2×K ′2n−2F0,2K2n−5×K2n−4×K2n−3×K ′2n−3
X
BSp K(Z,2n − 5)×K2n−4×K2n−2






 







	







 	
θ
p2
p1
xy4t−2
α
p′2
Here F0,2 is the fiber of p1 ◦ p2, and X is the pull-back of p′2 over the inclusion
K2n−5 ↪→ K(Z,2n − 6)×K2n−5×K2n−3. In particular, X is the fiber of the dotted map
θ which, in view of Eqs. (5)–(8), is given by θ = (0,Sq2,Sq2Sq1,0). The dashed lifting α
of xy4t−2 exists since θ(xy4t−2) = 0.
From Eqs. (5)–(8) we also see that the (restricted) action µ1 :K2n−5 × E1 → E1 of the
principal fibration p1 lifts through the map X×E2 → K2n−5 ×E1 whose first factor is the
fiber inclusion of θ and whose second factor is p2. This defines an “action” µ′2 :X×E2 →
E2 fitting in the commutative diagram
X × E2
µ′2  E2
 
p2
K2n−5 × E1 µ1  E1
In these conditions, the alteration of the restriction of p2 ◦  to L2n−2(4) by the class
xy4t−2, namely
L2n−2(4) ↪→ L2n+1(4) (xy
4t−2, p2◦)−−−−−−−−→ K2n−5 × E1 ↪→ K(1) × E1 µ1−→ E1,
admits the lifting ′ :L2n−2(4) → E2 defined by
L2n−2(4)
(α,ˆ )−−−→ X × E2
µ′2−→ E2,
where ˆ is the restriction of  to L2n−2(4). Since we already noted that k′22n−2 has trivial
primary indeterminacy, it only remains to verify that ˆ∗(k′22n−2) = ′∗(k′22n−2). But E2 is
3-connected whereas X is (2n − 6)-connected, so that (µ′2)∗(k′22n−2) has the form a ⊗
1 + 1 ⊗ k′22n−2 ∈ H ∗(X × E2). This means that ′∗(k′22n−2) − ˆ∗(k′22n−2) is a value of the
secondary operation Φ determined by the class a ∈ H 2n−2(X) in the diagram
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K2n−5×K2n−4×K2n−3×K ′2n−3 X K ′2n−2
 






xy4t−2 θ
ai
α
The desired final conclusion (Φ(xy4t−2) = 0) is a consequence of the following three
observations. Firstly, from (12), i∗(a) = Sq2Sq1ι2n−5 + Sq1ι′2n−3, so that Φ is associated
to the trivial relation(
Sq2Sq1
) · 0 + Sq1 · 0. (16)
Secondly, Sq1 acts trivially on L2n−2(4), so that, in the stable range, any secondary op-
eration associated to (16) has trivial indeterminacy over L2n−2(4). Finally, in classes of
dimension 2n − 5, any two secondary operations associated to (16) differ by the action of
Sq3 and/or Sq2Sq1 which, again, is trivial on L2n−2(4). 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
The second named author proves in [17] the immersion L2n+1(4) ⊆ R4n−4 for even
n with α(n) = 3. This section demonstrates that essentially the same argument gives the
nonimmersion of Theorem 1.2. The stable normal bundle ν :L2n+1(8) → BSO factors as
L2n+1(8) q3−→ CPn ν ′−→ BU ρ−→ BSO (17)
where ν′ classifies the −(n+ 1) multiple of the Hopf bundle over CPn. Thus, to show that
L2n+1(8) ⊆ R4n−4 it suffices to show the following:
ν′ ◦ q3 does not lift to B˜U(2n − 5). (18)
The actual (2n + 1)-MPT we use for the proof of (18) depends on the congruence of n
mod 4. We will detail the case n ≡ 0 mod 4 (the situation for n ≡ 2 mod 4 is similar and
follows from calculations in [17, Section 4]). Thus, we assume n = 4m+ 4 with α(n) = 3
and consider the homotopy groups of P2n−5 = P8m+3 through dimension 2n, which are
given by the following Adams chart (see [14, Tables 8.4 and 8.12])—as in Section 2, this
much of the spectral sequence collapses due to the reducibility of the skeleton P 8m+78m+3 :
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In this case, the required (8m+ 9)-MPT is
B˜U(8m + 3)
E3
E2
E1
BU




p4
p3
p2
p1
 K8m+8k
3
 K8m+7 × K8m+8k2
 K8m+6 × K8m+7 × K8m+8 × K8m+9k1
 K8m+4 × K8m+8k0
(19)
The corresponding k-invariants are characterized by the following equations, where we are
omitting odd dimensional Stiefel–Whitney classes (as they are trivial over BU):
µ∗1
(
k18m+6
)= 1 ⊗ k18m+6 + Sq2Sq1ι8m+3 ⊗ 1 + Sq1ι8m+3 ⊗ w2, (20)
µ∗1
(
k18m+7
)= 1 ⊗ k18m+7 + Sq4ι8m+3 ⊗ 1 + ι8m+3 ⊗ w4, (21)
µ∗1
(
k18m+8
)= 1 ⊗ k18m+8 + Sq1ι8m+7 ⊗ 1 + Sq4Sq1ι8m+3 ⊗ 1
+Sq1ι8m+3 ⊗
(
w4 + w22
)+ Sq3ι8m+3 ⊗ w2, (22)
µ∗1
(
k18m+9
)= 1 ⊗ k18m+9 + Sq2ι8m+7 ⊗ 1 + Sq4Sq2ι8m+3 ⊗ 1
+Sq2ι8m+3 ⊗
(
w4 + w22
)
, (23)
µ∗2
(
k28m+7
)= 1 ⊗ k28m+7 + Sq2ι8m+5 ⊗ 1 + ι8m+5 ⊗ w2, (24)
µ∗2
(
k28m+8
)= 1 ⊗ k28m+8 + Sq2Sq1ι8m+5 ⊗ 1 + Sq1ι8m+7 ⊗ 1, (25)
µ∗3
(
k38m+8
)= 1 ⊗ k38m+8 + Sq1ι8m+7 ⊗ 1 + Sq2ι8m+6 ⊗ 1
+ι8m+6 ⊗ w2. (26)
A key fact we need is given in Lemma 3.1 below. It is a consequence of the Davis–
Mahowald method for evaluating k-invariants [5, Theorems 1.6 and 1.7]. The details
of the proof are similar to those for Proposition 4.1 below. The actual proof is given
in [18, Theorem 5.2].
Lemma 3.1. ν′ lifts in (19) to a map CPn → E3.
Remark 3.2. In view of the nonimmersion CPn ⊆ R4n−5 (see (2)), any such lifting  (as
well as for the corresponding  ◦ q3) must have a nontrivial k38m+8-invariant.
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Claim (18) is now a consequence of the following result.Proposition 3.3. Any lifting of ν′ ◦ q3 to E3 has a nontrivial k3-invariant.
The proof of Proposition 3.3 uses the following tables of primary indeterminacies of
k-invariants over L2n+1(8) (and CPn). These are similar to the ones in the previous section
and follow from Eqs. (20)–(26). Again x and y stand for the generators in H ∗(L2n+1(8))
in dimensions 1 and 2, respectively (in CPn, we only have y , the 2 dimensional generator):
dim class k18m+6 k18m+7 k18m+8 k18m+9
8m + 3 xy4m+1 0 = 0 0 = 0
8m + 7 xy4m+3 0 0 0 = 0
dim class k28m+7 k28m+8
8m + 5 xy4m+2 = 0 0
8m + 6 y4m+3 0 0
8m + 7 xy4m+3 0 0
8m + 8 y4m+4 0 0
dim class k38m+8
8m + 6 y4m+3 0
8m + 7 xy4m+3 0
Proof of Proposition 3.3. The argument is parallel to that given in the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.3. For completeness we include all details. From the first table we see that there is
only one lifting 1 :L2n+1(8) → E1 having trivial k1-invariants (so that in our analysis of
possible liftings to E3, we only need to consider primary and secondary indeterminacy);
moreover, this 1 factors through CPn, in view of Lemma 3.1. On the other hand, from the
third table we observe that
the k3-invariant of a lifting ′3 :L2n+1(8)→E3 depends only on p3 ◦ ′3. (27)
Divide the liftings from L2n+1(8) into E3 in two groups: (a) those which factor as
 ◦ q3 with  a lifting of ν′, and (b) those which do not. By Remark 3.2, all liftings into
E3 in group (a) have nontrivial k3-invariant. Since q3 is surjective in even dimensional
cohomology, we see from the second table that liftings into E3 in group (b) are obtained
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by altering a lifting p3 ◦ 3 :L2n+1(8) → E2 of 1 (3 in group (a)) by the class xy4m+3.
In order to analyze such liftings consider the following expanded version of (19):
K8m+7×K8m+8
K8m+8


E2
E3
E1



p3
p2

K8m+5×K8m+6×K8m+7×K8m+8
K8m+6×K8m+7 
p′3

K(Z/4,8m + 7)
K8m+7

K8m+8
Sq1


	
K8m+7



L2n+1(8)
F1,3



xy4m+3

α
where the maps between fibers K(Z/4,8m + 7) → F1,3 and K8m+7 ↪→ K8m+6 × K8m+7
exist in view of the commutativity of the square involving the dashed Sq1 map (see (24)
and (25)), and where the dashed lifting α of xy4m+3 exists since Sq1 acts trivially on
L2n+1(8). From (24) and (25) we also see that the (restricted) action µ2 :K8m+7 × E2 →
E2 of the principal fibration p2 lifts through the map K(Z/4,8m+7)×E3 → K8m+7 ×E2
whose first factor is the fiber inclusion of Sq1 and whose second factor is p3. This defines
an “action” µ′3 :K(Z/4,8m+ 7) × E3 → E3 fitting in the commutative diagram
K(Z/4,8m+ 7) × E3 E3
K8m+7 × E2 E2



µ′3
µ2
p3
In these terms the alteration of p3 ◦ 3 above by the class xy4m+3, namely
L2n+1(8)
(xy4m+3, p3◦3)−−−−−−−−→ K8m+7 × E2 ↪→ K(2)× E2 µ2−→ E2
(recall K(2) is the fiber of p2), admits the lifting ′ :L2n+1(8)→E3 defined by the com-
posite
L2n+1(8)
(α,3)−−→ K(Z/4,8m+ 7) × E3
µ′3−→ E3
and, in view of (27), we only need to verify that ′∗(k38m+8) agrees with ∗3(k38m+8) (the last
one being nontrivial).
Since E3 is simply connected, we have, by dimensional reasons, that the image in
K(Z/4,8m + 7) × E3 of k38m+8 under µ′3 has the form a ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ k38m+8. In view
of (26), a ∈ H 8m+8(K(Z/4,8m + 7)) restricts to Sq1ι8m+7 under the inclusion of the fi-
bration K8m+7 → K(Z/4,8m+ 7) → K8m+7 associated to the nontrivial group extension
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0 → Z/2 → Z/4 → Z/2 → 0; in other words, a agrees with β2(ι)—the secondary Bock-
stein operator β2 evaluated on the fundamental class ι of K(Z/4,8m+ 7). In particular,
′∗
(
k38m+8
)− ∗3(k38m+8)= α∗(β2(ι))= β2(α∗(ι))= β2(xy4m+3).
The result follows since β2 acts trivially on L2n+1(8). (Incidentally, the fact that
β2(xy4m+3) = 0 in L2n+1(4) gives the immersion L2n+1(4) ⊆ R4n−4 in [17]). 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.3
The second named author proves in [17] the nonimmersion L2n+1(4) ⊆ R4n−6 in the
case α(n) = 3 and n ≡ 1,2,3 (mod 4). Here we consider the remaining case with n =
4m+ 4. The stable normal bundle ν :L2n+1(4) → BSO factors as
L2n+1(4) q2−→ CPn ν ′−→ BU ρ−→ BSO (28)
where ν′ is as in (17). The obstructions to lift ν through BSO(2n − 7) → BSO lie in the
homotopy groups of P2n−7 = P8m+1 which, in dimensions at most 2n, are described in the
following Adams chart (see [14, Tables 8.2 and 8.10]):
Here the dashed extension holds only for odd m. Then, the (2n + 1)-MPTs of
BSO(2n − 7) → BSO and its pull-back B˜U(2n − 7) → BU over ρ start as
E2  E′2  K4 × K8 × K ′8 × K9
 
E1  E′1  K3 × K4 × K5 × K7 × K8 × K9 × K ′9
 
BU  BSO  K2 × K4 × K8
(29)
where Ki stands for K8m+i and this time we have primed Eilenberg–MacLane spaces com-
ing from (a) the class in homotopy dimension 8m + 8 with the dashed Sq2 extension, and
(b) the class in homotopy dimension 8m+ 7 involving no Sq1 extensions. The k-invariants
have been computed in [15, Resolution 6.4]. We transcribe the relevant information in our
case.
µ∗1
(
k13
)= 1 ⊗ k13 + Sq2ι1 ⊗ 1 + ι1 ⊗ w2, (30)
µ∗1
(
k14
)= 1 ⊗ k14 + Sq2Sq1ι1 ⊗ 1 + Sq1ι1 ⊗ w2 + Sq1ι3 ⊗ 1, (31)
µ∗1
(
k15
)= 1 ⊗ k15 + Sq4ι1 ⊗ 1 + ι1 ⊗ w4 + ι3 ⊗ w2, (32)
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µ∗1
(
k17
)= 1 ⊗ k17 + Sq4ι3 ⊗ 1 + ι3 ⊗ w4, (33)µ∗1
(
k18
)= 1 ⊗ k18 + Sq1ι7 ⊗ 1 + Sq4Sq1ι3 ⊗ 1
+ Sq1ι3 ⊗ w4 + Sq2Sq1ι3 ⊗ w2 + Sq1
(
Sq2ι3 ⊗ w2
)
, (34)
µ∗1
(
k19
)= 1 ⊗ k19 + Sq4Sq2ι3 ⊗ 1 + Sq4(ι3 ⊗ w2)
+ Sq2ι3 ⊗ w4 + ι3 ⊗ w2w4 + Sq2ι7 ⊗ 1, (35)
µ∗1
(
k′19
)= 1 ⊗ k′19 + Sq8ι1 ⊗ 1 + ι1 ⊗ w8 + Sq2ι3 ⊗ w4
+ ι3 ⊗ (w6 + w2w4) +
{ ι7 ⊗ w2, m even,
Sq2ι7 ⊗ 1, m odd, (36)
µ∗2
(
k24
)= 1 ⊗ k24 + Sq2ι2 ⊗ 1 + ι2 ⊗ w2 + Sq1ι3 ⊗ 1. (37)
According to Randall [15, pp. 145–147], ν′ lifts in the left-hand side of (29) to a map
′1 :CPn → E1 with trivial k1-invariants and we set 1 = ′1 ◦ q2. The following table of
primary k1-indeterminacies over L2n+1(4) (similar to the tables in the previous sections)
shows that 1 is in fact the only lifting of ν′ ◦q2 with trivial k1-invariants. The table follows
from Eqs. (30), (32) and (36). As before, x ∈ H 1(L2n+1(4)) and y ∈ H 2(L2n+1(4)) stand
for the generators:
dim class k13 k
1
5 k
′1
9
8m + 1 xy4m = 0 = 0 0
8m + 3 xy4m+1 0 = 0 = 0
8m + 7 xy4m+3 0 0 = 0
Theorem 1.3 is now a consequence of the following result.
Proposition 4.1. Any lifting 2 :L2n+1(4) → E2 of ν′ ◦ q2 in the left-hand side of (29) has
nontrivial k24-invariant.
Proof. We have seen that any such lifting 2 satisfies p2 ◦ 2 = 1 so that there is no sec-
ondary indeterminacy. There is no primary indeterminacy either, in view of (37). Therefore
it is enough to prove the result for the particular lifting 2 = ′2 ◦ q2, where ′2 :CPn → E2
is a lifting of ′1. We use the Davis–Mahowald method. From [5, Theorem 1.7] we see
that ν′′, the restriction of ν′ to CPn−2, does not lift through Bo(2n − 7) → BU—the bo-
fiberwise smash product of B˜U(2n − 7) → BU. The obstructions for such a lifting lie in
the homotopy groups (through dimension 8m + 3) of P8m+1 ∧ bo, which are given in the
right-hand side chart below.
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BU preserves k-invariants, the existence of ′2 implies that the (8m + 4)-dimensional
k2-invariant gives the nontrivial obstruction for lifting ν′′ in Bo(2n − 7) → BU . Con-
sequently (′2)∗(k24) = 0 and, therefore, ∗2(k24) = 0, as required. 
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